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Consumer researchers long have questioned how unconsciousness shapes behavior. This roundtable redresses the field’s neglect of consciousness’s influence. Scrutinizing consciousness from evolutionary, developmental, cultural, neurological, methodological, and applied approaches, this session offers diverse perspectives on one of the more enigmatic aspects of human existence.
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Consumer researchers long have questioned how unconsciousness shapes behavior. This roundtable redresses the field’s neglect of consciousness’s influence. Scrutinizing consciousness from evolutionary developmental cultural neurological methodological and applied approaches this session offers diverse perspectives on one of the more enigmatic aspects of human existence.
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During this roundtable the results of the first Pre-Conference Workshop on Consumer Neuroscience are discussed especially the findings from three “design thinking challenges” on conceptual methodological and substantive issues concerning functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The roundtable aims to develop directions for research on the role of neurophysiology in consumption.